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Abstract

Nighttime low illumination image enhancement is highly desired for outdoor computer vision applications. However,
few works have been studied towards this goal. In addition, the low illumination enhancement problem becomes
very challenging when the depth information of a low illumination image is unknown. To address this problem, in this
paper, we propose a dual channel prior-based method for nighttime low illumination image enhancement with a
single image, which builds upon two existing image priors: dark channel prior and bright channel prior. We utilize the
bright channel prior to get an initial transmission estimate and then use the dark channel as a complementary channel
to correct potentially erroneous transmission estimates attained from the bright channel prior. Experimental results
show significant credibility of the approach both visually and by quantitative comparison with existing methods.
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1 Introduction
Images captured in nighttime low illumination usually suf-
fer from a poor visibility (as shown in Fig. 1), and has
negatively impacts on subsequent processing for outdoor
computer vision applications [1]. Thereby, to ensure the
reliable of outdoor vision systems under nighttime, it is
highly desirable to enhance the visibility of low illumina-
tion images.
However, due to the unknown depth information of

a low illumination image, nighttime low illumination
enhancement is a challenging problem. Therefore, numer-
ous efforts have been made to address this problem in
past years. One of the most common used methods
is using multiple images or additional information for
image enhancement. For example, images taken at differ-
ent times are combined to enhance nighttime images in
[2, 3]; infrared images are fused with visible images for
the enhancement of nighttime images in [4, 5]. The basic
idea of such methods is to exploit the advantages of multi-
ple images by using image fusion techniques. Though this
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kind of method can enhance low illumination night-time
image effectively, it requires exact point-to-point fusion
between different images, which is not always available.
Compared to using multiple images for image enhance-

ment, image enhancement with a single image does not
need additional assistant images and has received increas-
ing interests recently. For example, aiming at contrast
enhancement, many conventional image processing tech-
niques or their modifications, such as the well-known
histogram equalization-based methods [6–9] and wavelet
transform-based method [10], are widely employed to
enhance the darks at the cost of saturating bright. In
order to avoid structure information loss, retinex-based
methods, including single-scale retinex (SSR), multiple
scale-retinex (MSR)-based methods [11, 12], and theMSR
with color restoration (MSRCR) [13], were employed to
suppress noise and preserve highlighted regions of the
original image. To obtain better color restoration, sparse
representations of low illumination image patches in an
appropriate dictionary was used to approximate the cor-
responding daytime images in [14] and [15], respectively.
However, though these methods could enhance low illu-
mination images at a certain extent, they might also
lead to contrast over-enhancement or noise amplification
(as shown in Fig. 2) due to constrains of stretching range in
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Fig. 1 Images captured in nighttime low illumination and daytime. a Images captured in nighttime. b Images captured in daytime

the solvingmodel, or difficulty of designing of parameters,
and well solutions for the problems are still opened.
Based on two existing image priors—dark channel

prior and bright channel prior—this paper proposes
a dual channel prior-based method for low illumi-
nation image enhancement with a single image. The
contributions of the proposed method are mainly in
two aspects:

1. We propose an accuracy transmission estimation
method based on bright channel prior and dark
channel prior. We firstly utilize the bright channel

prior to get an initial transmission estimation, and
then use the dark channel as a complementary
channel to correct potentially erroneous transmission
estimates attained from the bright channel prior.

2. We develop an effective method for low illumination
image enhancement with a single image based on
bright channel prior and dark channel prior.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
method is very effective in enhancing low-light images
and outperforms state-of-the-art ones in contrast
enhancement.

Fig. 2 Nighttime image enhancement results with different methods. a Input image. b Enhanced image with histogram equalization [8].
c Enhanced image with single-scale retinex (SSR) [11]. d Enhanced image with multi-scale retinex (MSR) [12]
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the related work in details. Section 3 presents
the basic principle of dark channel prior and bright chan-
nel prior. Section 4 presents the proposed method in
details. Section 5 gives the implementation of our experi-
ments and reports the results. A further discussion is give
in Section 6, and we conclude our work in Section 7.

2 Related works
There are many prior-based methods for single low illu-
mination image enhancement being developed recently.
One of the most famous prior is the dark channel prior
[16] which have been employed for adaptively improv-
ing the contrast of images under low luminance [17, 18].
A similar method was also developed in [19] where the
luminance map is used to estimate the global atmospheric
light and the transmittance according to the observed sim-
ilarity between the luminancemap and dark channel prior.
Inspired by photographic negative imaging techniques, in
our prior work [20], we also employ the dark channel
prior as a photographic imaging tool for low illumina-
tion image enhancement. Although the image enhancing
results with dark channel prior are visually compelling,
the method may not be physically valid. A limitation of
such methods is that there are boxes around where either
bright spot exist or the scene depth is not continuous in
resulting image.
Inspired by dark channel prior, a new image prior, bright

channel prior, is proposed to estimate local exposure for
under exposed images in [21] and [22], respectively. A
similarmethodwas also employed in [23], where they esti-
mate the illumination of an input image using a two-stage
map method; the illumination of each pixel is first esti-
mated individually by finding the maximum value in R, G,
and B channels. Further, refine the initial illuminationmap
by imposing a structure prior on it as the final illumina-
tion map. Having the well-constructed illumination map,
the enhancement can be achieved accordingly. Although
this kind of methods is effective for very low illumination
image, they are sensitive to bright light. If there is light
object in the low illumination image or bright objects, the
method might fail to obtain good enhancement.

In order to alleviate the light/bright object problem, we
try to combine the bright channel prior and dark channel
prior for low illumination image enhancement. We will
discuss the detail in the following section.

3 Dark/bright channel prior
Formally, given an image I, the dark channel [16] can be
defined as

Idark(x) = min
c∈{r,g,b}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
Ic(y)

))
(1)

where Ic is a color channel of image I and �(x) is a local
patch centered at x. y is a pixel in the local path �(x).
According to [16], we know that for a haze-free image,
Idark(x) → 0. For a hazed image, Idark(x) is no longer
black. In hazed images, the intensity of the dark pix-
els in that channel is mainly contributed by the airlight.
Therefore, these dark pixels can directly provide accurate
estimation of the haze’s transmission.
Inspired by He’s dark channel prior [16], a similar image

prior was also proposed in [21], where they found that
in most of good illumination image patches, at least one
color channel has very high intensity at some pixels. In
other words, the maximum intensity in such a patch
should have a very high value. Given an image I, formally,
there is

Ibright(x) = max
c∈{r,g,b}

(
max
y∈�(x)

(
Ic(y)

))
(2)

where Ic is a color channel of I and �(x) is a local patch
centered at x. y is a pixel in the local path �(x). Further
observations show that if I is a good illumination image,
the intensity of Ibright(x) is a very limited high intensity
value and mostly tends to be 255. Similar to He’s dark
channel prior, they termed Ibright(x) as the bright channel
of I and called the above knowledge as the bright channel
prior.
Figure 3 shows an example of the dark channel and

bright channel for a same scene; the local patch size for
both operation was set as 15 × 15. From Fig. 3, it can be
seen that image structure in the bright channel is more
complete than that in the dark channel, while somemissed

Fig. 3 An example of the dark channel and bright channel. a Input image. b Dark channel. c Bright channel
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structures in the bright channel appear in the dark chan-
nel, as indexed by the red rectangle in Fig. 3b. Therefore,
we can use the dark channel as a complementary to cor-
rect potentially erroneous transmission estimates attained
from the bright channel prior.

4 Proposedmethod
4.1 Overview of the proposedmethod
Given an input nighttime low illumination image I, its
image exposure model can be represented as

I(x) = J(x)t(x) + A(1 − t(x)) (3)

where J is the scene radiance (viz., the well exposed
image), A is the global atmospheric light, and t is the
medium transmission describing the portion of the light
that is not scattered and reaches the camera.
Our aim is to correct the low illumination image I and

get the well exposed image J. From Eq. (3), we can get

J(x) = I(x) − A
t(x)

+ A (4)

From Eq. (4), it is obviously that if t(x) and A are known,
then we can easily obtain the well exposed image J.
Figure 4 shows the framework of the proposed method,

it begins from the computation of the dark channel and
the bright channel of the input image. The basic oper-
ation steps are the following: (1) Firstly, we use a max

filter and a min filter to obtain the bright channel and
the dark channel of input image, respectively. (2) Then,
we compute the global atmosphere light via a min filter-
ing operation on the bright channel. (3) Next, we utilize
the bright channel prior to get an initial transmission
estimation. (4) Then, we use the dark channel as a com-
plementary information to correct potentially erroneous
transmission estimations attained from the bright chan-
nel prior. (5) The corrected transmission map is refined
via the guided filter to get more smooth structure. (6)
Finally, with the global atmosphere light and transmission,
we can achieve a dark-free image. From afore-mentioned,
details of each key operation are described in the following
sections.

4.2 Atmospheric light estimation
For atmospheric light estimation, a similar method to that
used in [16] was used in this paper.
Firstly, we pick the top 10% brightest pixels in the

bright channel. As shown in Fig. 3c, the bright chan-
nel approximates the dark denseness of the atmosphere
of the input image very well, and therefore, we can
use the bright channel to improve the atmospheric light
estimation.
And then the pixels with themean intensity of these pix-

els in the input image I is selected as the atmospheric light
in an effort to avoid overestimation of the atmospheric

Fig. 4 Framework of the proposed method. The key of the method is to use dual channel prior for transmission estimation. We utilize the bright
channel prior to get an initial transmission first, and then use the dark channel as a complementary information to correct potentially erroneous
transmission estimations attained from the bright channel prior
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Fig. 5 Illustration of result selecting the “brightest pixel” as the atmospheric light. a Input image. b The bright channel.c The final enhancement image

light. For example, in a real low illumination image, if there
exists brighter lights such as lamp light or moon light
(as shown in Fig. 5a), the atmospheric light will not be
the brightest one. In such case, if we select the “brightest
pixel” as the atmospheric light, noise might be introduced;
as shown in Fig. 5b, the lamp light in the image does
not look very natural, and there is much noise around
it. To avoid such issues, in this work, the mean intensity
based on bright channel was selected as our estimation.
Figure 5c shows the final enhancement image; it is obvious
that the quality of the enhanced image is improved.

4.3 Estimating the transmission using dark/bright
channel prior

Simply, we assume that the transmission in a small local
patch �(x) is a constant. It is a reasonable assumption
since a local patch usually contains samematerials and has
constant illumination. Denote the transmission as t̃(x).
Then, taking max operation in the local patch on the low
illumination imaging Eq. (1), we have:

max
y∈�(x)

(
Ic(y)

) = t̃(x) max
y∈�(x)

(
Jc(y)

) + (1 − t̃(x))Ac (5)

where c ∈ {r, g, b} means that the max operation is
performed on three color channels independently, viz,

max
c

(
max
y∈�(x)

(
Ic(y)

)) = t̃(x)max
c

(
max
y∈�(x)

(
Jc(y)

))

+ (
1 − t̃(x)

)
Ac

(6)

According to Eq. (1), we rewrite Eq. (4) as

Ibright(x) = t̃(x)Jbright(x) + (1 − t̃(x))Ac (7)

According to the bright channel prior, the bright channel
Ibright of a well illuminated radiance I should tend to be
255:

Ibright(x) = max
c

(
max
y∈�(x)

(
Ic(y)

)) = 255 (8)

From Eq. (7) and (8), we have:

Ibright(x)
Ac = t̃(x)

255
Ac + (1 − t̃(x)) (9)

From Eq. (9), we have:

t̃(x) = Ibright(x) − Ac

255 − Ac (10)

To not to be confused, we rewrite Eq. (10) as

t̃(x)bright = Ibright(x) − Ac

255 − Ac (11)

From Eq. (11), we can estimate the initial transmission t̃(x)
with the bright channel prior simply.
As aforementioned in Section 3, the bright channel prior

works by assuming that the atmospheric light is of a neu-
tral color and tries to factor this neutral color out by mea-
suring it from the bright channel. Because there will be
at least one pixel, ensure a minimum value in at least one
channel in most low illumination patches; this intuitively
works. However, when there is a patch entirely containing
a bright object, such as lamp light, the estimation will fail.

Fig. 6 Illustration transmission estimation result via dual channel prior. a Input image. b Transmission estimated with bright channel. c Transmission
estimated with dual channel prior
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Fig. 7 Transmission refining result via guided filter. a Original image.b Transmission estimated with dual channel. c Transmission refined with
guided filter

As shown in Fig. 5, the lamp light introduces significant
bias in the final result. For regions depicting lamp light
cover, the contrast between predominantly saturated dark
background and high intensity lamp light introduces arti-
ficial transmission variations. Conversely, image regions
containing dark objects will tend to yield artificially low
values in the bright channel, causing inconsistent trans-
mission orderings that are driven by object/region texture
instead of scene nighttime properties.
To overcome the issues mentioned above, we use the

dark channel as a complementary to correct potentially
erroneous transmission estimates attained from the bright
channel prior. Our basic idea is described as below:
Firstly, we compute the difference between the bright

channel and the dark channel:

Idifferencechannel (x) = Ibright(x) − Idark(x) (12)

Then, we determine whether the value of Idifferencechannel (x)
is smaller than a predefined threshold α or not. The
threshold α is determined by empirical experiment. In
this work, α = 0.4. If the value of Idifferencechannel (x) is
smaller than the predefined threshold α, the pixel x
should be in a darkness object, and the transmission
of pixel x will be considered as unreliable. For each
unreliable depth pixel, we use the transmission obtained
by dark channel prior to measure its darkness. The
pixel with smaller darkness weight should be attenuated
more. Denote the transmission obtained by dark channel

prior as t(x)dark, then the unreliable transmission can be
corrected as

t̃(x)corrected = t(x)dark × t̃(x)bright (13)

Figure 6 presents one transmission estimation result via
dark/bright channel prior from an input low illumination
image (Fig. 6a) using the patch size 15×15. As can be seen
in that part, missed structures in the transmission map
estimated only via the bright channel prior (Fig. 6b) are
observed via dark/bright channel prior (as indexed by red
circle in Fig. 6c). However, though the transmissionmap is
roughly good, there remains obvious block effects in some
regions due to the primary operation of the dark chan-
nel prior depends on the minimum filter; the transmission
map will usually experience a loss of edge information
during estimation. For this reason, in the next subsection,
we propose a refined transmission procedure that uses
guided filter technique to preserve edge information of
input images and thereby avoid generation of halo effects.

4.4 Transmission map refinement using guided filter
For the refining of the transmission map, there are many
methods that can be used. For example, He used a soft
matting algorithm to refine the transmission in [16]. How-
ever, the soft matting is a time-consuming technique. As
an alternative, median filtering [24], bilateral filter [25],
and guided filter [26] are used instead of soft matting. In
this paper, considering both the time reduction and struc-
ture preservation, we choose the guided filter for refining

Fig. 8 Result of recovered scene radiance. a Original image. b Final recovered scene radiance
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the proposed method with bright channel prior-based method [21]. a Input images. b Enhanced images with bright channel
prior-based method [21]. c enhanced image with the proposed method

the transmission map. It should be noticed that though
the main ideas used here is similar to that in [26], the
meaning of transmission in this work is different from
that in [26]. In [26], the transmission indexes the degree
that light pass through the haze; whereas in this work,
the transmission indexes the degree that light has been
absorbed by air.
The main idea of guided filter is to filter input images by

considering the content of the guidance image. Formally,
given a guidance image I, a guided filtering output image
Iguidedin of input image Iin can be defined as

Iguidedin (x) = akIi(x) + bk ,∀i ∈ ωk (14)

where ωk is a window centered at the pixel x and ak and
bk are assumed to be constant in ωk and determined as

ak =
1
nω

∑
i∈ωkIiinpi−μkpk
σ 2
k + ε

(15)

bk = pk − akμk (16)

where μk and σ 2
k are the average value and the variance

of the input image Iin in window ωk , respectively. nω is
the number of pixels in window ωk . pk is the mean of
the guided image in window ωk . ε is the regularization
parameter which is used to determine the intensity of the
changed pixels.

Fig. 10 Comparison of the proposed method with negative imaging dark channel-based method [20]. a Input images. b Enhanced images with
negative imaging dark channel-based method [20]. c Enhanced image with the proposed method
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the proposed method with customized sigmoid function-based multi-scale retinex (MSR) [11]. a Input images. b Enhanced
images with customized sigmoid function-based multi-scale retinex (MSR) [11]. c Enhanced image with the proposed method

Denote the refined transmission map by t(x). The
optimal t(x) can be obtained as

t(x) = akt̃corrected(x) + bk ,∀i ∈ ωk (17)

where t̃corrected is the transmission estimated by dual
channel prior, definitions of parameter ak , bk , and ωk are
the same as what aforementioned.
Figure 7c shows the refined transmission with guided

filter. As we can see from Fig. 7, in respective to the trans-
mission estimated with dual channel prior, the refined
transmission map manages to capture the sharp edge
discontinuities and outline the profile of the objects.

4.5 Recovering the scene radiance
Once the atmospheric light A and the final transmission
map t(x) are estimated, we can recover the scene radiance
according to Eq. (4). However, we notice that, in Eq. (4),
when the transmission t(x) is close to zero, the term I(x)−A

t(x)
would be a very large value, and the directly recovered
scene radiance J would be noised. In order to avoid such
a problem, we restrict the transmission t(x) to a lower
bound t0. In this paper, the value of t0 is 0.1, which is deter-
mined according to experiments analysis. The final scene
radiance J(x) is recovered by

J(x) = I(X) − A
max(t(x), t0)

+ A (18)

Figure 8b shows the final recovered scene radiance by our
method.

Fig. 12 Comparison of the proposed method with multi-scale retinex with color restoration (MSRCR) [13]. a Input images. b Enhanced images with
multi-scale retinex with color restoration (MSRCR) [13]. c Enhanced image with the proposed method
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the proposed method with LIME [23]. a Input images. b Enhanced images with LIME [23]. c Enhanced image with the
proposed method

5 Experimental results
5.1 Experiment setting
To evaluate the proposed method, extensive tests have
been done using Matlab R2015 on a PC with a 2.60 GHz
Intel Pentium Dual Core Processor and 4G RAM.
For quantitative evaluation, an overall quality index

proposed in [27] was employed in this paper. This
indicator estimates the average visibility enhancement
obtained by the restoration algorithm. The higher the
overall quality index value is, the better the enhanced
visibility is.
To the best of our knowledge, no standard nighttime

low illumination image dataset is currently available for
benchmarking. Hence, we collected totally 200 natural
nighttime low illumination images from the Internet.
We compare the proposed method with six of the state

of the art methods, including customized sigmoid func-
tion based multi-scale retinex (MSR) [11], multi-scale
retinex with color restoration (MSRCR) [13], negative
imaging dark channel-based method [20], bright channel
prior-based method [21], and LIME [23].
The major parameters of the compared methods are

consistent with the original papers and set as follows:
for MSR, patch sizes of the three Gaussian functions are
set to 15, 80, and 250, respectively . For dark channel
[20], bright channel [21], LIME [23], and our method,
the patch size � is assigned as 15 × 15; initial trans-
mission coefficient t0 is set as 0.1. The threshold α in
the proposed method is set as 0.4, which came from
experience prior.

5.2 Qualitative results
Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 show part com-
parison of the proposed method with bright channel

prior-based method [21], negative imaging dark channel-
based method [20], multi-scale retinex (MSR) with cus-
tomized sigmoid function [11], multi-scale retinex with
color restoration (MSRCR) [13], and LIME [23].
In Figs. 9 and 10, we compared the proposed method

with bright channel prior-based method [21] and negative
imaging dark channel-based method [20], respectively. It
can be seen that all methods can enhance the contrast
of the input image. However, details in dark regions in
enhanced image with the proposed method (Figs. 9c and
10c) are more clearer than that with the bright channel
prior-based method [21] (Fig. 9b) and negative imaging
dark channel-based method [20] (Fig. 10b).
Figures 11 and 12 show comparison of the proposed

method with multi-scale retinex (MSR) with customized
sigmoid function [11] and multi-scale retinex with color
restoration (MSRCR) [13], respectively.
From Fig. 11, it can be seen that there are obvious arti-

facts in the edge of regions of the enhanced image with
customized sigmoid function-based multi-scale retinex.
For example, the color of the plate in Fig. 11b (top row)
is too bright to see the outline border of the white plate,
and the color of leaves of the tree in Fig. 11b (bottom
row) looks a little gray. Whereas, these artifacts are obvi-
ously eliminated in the enhanced image with the proposed
method Fig. 11c, where details are highlighted, the image
is brighter, and the color looks more lively and natural.
From Fig. 12, it can be seen that MSRCR algorithm

gives a good color restoration, the color of the enhanced
image is vivid, and the contrast and illumination of
dark regions are also enhanced; invisible details in these
dark regions become visible. However, the contrast of
brighter regions degraded, and details look blur. For
example, the flower in the face of the electric cooker in
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Fig. 14 Comparison of the proposed method with different methods. From top to bottom are original image, results with MSR [11], results with
MSRCR [13], results with bright channel prior [21], LIME [23], results with negative dark channel [20], and that with the proposed method

Fig. 12b (bottom row) is difficult to see, while that in
Fig. 12c (bottom row) is very clearly.
Figure 13 shows a comparison of the proposed method

with LIME [23], one of the latest state of the art method
for low illumination image enhancement. From Fig. 13, it
can be seen that the image enhancedwith LIME is brighter
than that with the proposed method; however, the color
of some regions looks unnatural, especially in bright white
regions. There also an introduction the “halo” effect, for
example in the top end of trees in Fig. 13b (bottom row).
While the enhanced image with the proposed method
looks very natural both in color and in visual (Fig. 13c).
Figure 14 shows an overview comparison of the pro-

posed method with customized sigmoid function based
multi-scale retinex (MSR)[11], multi-scale retinex with

color restoration (MSRCR) [13], negative imaging dark
channel-based method [20], bright channel prior-based
method [21], and LIME [23]. It can be seen that the con-
trast of all input images (the first row in Fig. 14) are very
low and the color are non-vivid. In respect to the input
images, the illuminations of all images enhanced with the
aforementioned methods have improved in different lev-
els. Invisible details in the dark regions of the input image
are all almost visible in the enhanced images. However,
all bright channel-based methods including the method
in [21] (the fourth row in Fig. 14) and LIME in [23] (the
fifth row in Fig. 14) have obvious effect on improving
the white brightness of the images and cause artifacts in
the brighter regions. The MSR-based methods are not
sensitive to white brightness; however, there is a serious
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Fig. 15 The quality maps of different methods on the three images in Figure 12. From top to bottom are map for MSR [11], map for MSRCR [13],
map for negative dark channel [20], map for bright channel prior [21], map for LIME [23], and that for proposed method

color distortion in the results with MSR [11] (the second
row in Fig. 14), where the color is not vivid and looks a
little dimmer. Though the color of the enhanced image
with MSRCR is corrected, the brightness of the enhanced
image looks unnatural. The visual of the enhanced images
with the negative dark channel-based method [20] (the
six row in Fig. 14) looks good, but the image is a little
dark and the details in the dark regions are not clear to be
seen. In restoring the invisible details in dark regions, the
proposed method is obviously superior to all other afore-
mentioned methods; as shown in the last row in Fig. 14,
invisible details in dark regions and bright regions are
well restored, which avoids detail blur caused by over-
enhancement. Halo artifacts are also obviously alleviated.

5.3 Quantitative analysis
Table 1 shows a comparison of the aforementioned dif-
ferent methods on a large amount of nighttime low

illumination images in terms of the average overall quality
[27]. From Table 1, it can be seen that the average over-
all quality index values of the proposed method are much
higher than that of other methods, which indicates that
the proposed method remarkably improves the visibility

Table 1 Comparison of the average overall quality index of
different methods

Methods The average overall quality index

MSR [11] 0.0576

MSRCR [13] 0.0637

Negative imaging dark channel
based method [20]

0.1278

Bright channel prior basedmethod
[21]

0.0470

LIME [23] 0.0720

Proposed method 0.1589
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Table 2 Comparison of the average computation time of
different methods

Methods The average computation time (s)

MSR [11] 0.5398

MSRCR [13] 0.8767

Negative imaging dark channel
based method [20]

0.5449

Bright channel prior basedmethod
[21]

0.5336

LIME [23] 0.5368

Proposed method 0.6842

of the images compared to other methods. From Table 1,
we also noticed that the overall quality index values of
the negative imaging dark channel-based method [16] and
that of the proposed method are closer and both are the
higher and are 0.1278 and 0.1589, respectively. In fact,
if visibility restoration algorithms must increase the con-
trast, artificial edges must not become visible. Figure 15
shows the quality maps of different methods on the three
images in Fig. 14. From the maps, it can be seen that the
map with the proposed method has clear and smoothing
image structure for all the images in Fig. 14, whereas other

Fig. 16 The influence of a local patch size on the recovered image
quality. From top to bottom, the local patch sizes are 5 × 5, 10 × 10,
15 × 15, 20 × 20, and 25 × 25. a Input image. b Transmission maps.
c Recovered images

methods do not, and this is consistent with what we see
from Table 1 and observed in Fig. 14.
Table 2 shows the average computation time of the

aforementioned method. From Table 2, it can be seen that
in the view of the computation time, the proposedmethod
is not the best method; of all the six methods, the compu-
tation time of the proposed method is only shorter than
that of MSRCR [13], which is 0.6842 s. In this view, there
is space for improving the performance of our method in
the future.
Simply, in this work, we assume that the transmission in

a local patch �(x) is a constant. However, as we all know
that in fact, the transmission is not a constant, we also
evaluate the influence of the size of the local patch �(x)
on the processing results. Figure 16 shows the influence of
a local patch size on the recovered image quality. As can
be seen that with the local patch size becoming from 5×5
to 25× 25, the image recovered more better. For example,
for patch size 5×5, the transmissionmap looks a little dim,
and there are many obvious noises in the recovered image;
whereas, with the increase of the patch size, the transmis-
sionmap becomesmore bright, where the image structure
is more clear, and there is little noise in the recovered
image since the patch size became 15 × 15. However, we
also found that with the increase of a local patch size, more
time is needed to estimate the transmission, as shown in
Table 2. Based on afore discussion, in this paper, consid-
ering both of the recovered image quality and computing
time, we select a local patch size of 15 × 15.

6 Discussion
As mentioned in Section 4.4, the transmission map usu-
ally experiences a loss of edge information when esti-
mation due to the primary operation of the bright/dark
channel prior depends on the maximum/minimum filter.
To handle this problem, we propose a refined trans-
mission procedure. Figure 17 shows the comparison of
the effect of different transmission optimization method
on the recovered image quality. From Fig. 17, it can be
seen that the transmission optimized with guided fil-
ter has the most smoothing image structure; the details
are also clearer than that with other methods. Transmis-
sion map optimized with softmap looks darker, and the
image structure is not clear. For recovered image quality,
it can be seen that both recovered images with bilat-
eral filter and guided filter have good recovery results.
The recovered image with softmap looks a little dark,
and the details in the dark regions are not clear. Table 3
shows the running time for the different transmission
optimization methods on a 510 × 729 image. It can be
seen that it only takes 0.331529 s to optimize the ini-
tial transmission with guided filter, while that with the
bilateral filter is 12.745949 s, and that with the softmap
method is 31.404145 s. Based on afore discussions, in
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Fig. 17 Comparison of the effect of different transmission optimization methods on the recovered image quality. From top to bottom,
non-optimized transmission, softmap-optimized transmission, bilateral filtering transmission , and guided filtering transmission. a Input image.
b Transmission maps. c Recovered images

this paper, we use guided filter to optimize the initial
transmission.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, a dual channel prior-based method for low
illumination image enhancement with a single image is
proposed, which builds upon two existing image priors:
dark channel prior and bright channel prior, where we uti-
lize the bright channel prior to get an initial transmission
estimate and then use the dark channel as a complemen-
tary channel to correct potentially erroneous transmission
estimates attained from the bright channel prior. We eval-
uated the performance of the proposed method in terms

Table 3 The influence of a local patch size on transmission
estimation time (image size 510 × 729)

Patch size Time (s)

5 × 5 1.359072

10 × 10 1.503148

15 × 15 1.771014

20 × 20 2.482208

25 × 25 2.074232

of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. Exper-
iments on a large quantity of low illumination images
revealed that the proposed method generated very high-
quality enhancement images compared with the other
state-of-the-art methods.
As demonstrated by the experimental results, the main

advantage of the proposed method can obtain more
details compared with dark channel prior- or bright chan-
nel prior-based method. However, it still needs to be
further improved. For example, to avoid the halo effect,
the size of the local patch for both dark channel prior
and bright channel prior needs to be set manually, but
it is an experience-based work. Another drawback is its
expensive computation complexity. As we mentioned in
the experiment section, in terms of computation time, our
method is not the best one; therefore, in the future, we

Table 4 Running time for different transmission optimization
methods on a 510 × 729 image

Method Time (s)

Soft-map 31.404145

Bilateral filter 12.745949

Guided filter 0.331529
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will consider how to choose the size of local patch adap-
tively. We will also focus on reducing the running time of
the method in order to make it meet the need of in real
applications.
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